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1

Overview

The vast natural areas and unique culture of Northern Ontario provide a strong
tourism product that attracts visitors from both near and far: in 2012, half of
Northern Ontario visitors were from within the region itself, over a quarter visited
from other parts of Ontario, and most of the remainder arrived from the US and
from other parts of Canada. The tourism sector contributed more than $930
million to the GDP of Northern Ontario in 2015, and over 9,000 Northern Ontario
tourism-related businesses are involved in the industry (Ontario MTCS, 2016).
This technical backgrounder describes government responsibilities for the
tourism sector in Northern Ontario, provides an overview of tourism visits to
Northern Ontario, describes considerations by travel mode with respect to
tourism, and describes future outlooks, issues and opportunities relating to
tourism-related transportation in Northern Ontario. Exhibit 1.1 (page 3) shows
the transportation infrastructure available in the North.
For the purpose of this document, tourist visits are measured in person-trips,
where a person-trip is a trip by an individual to a place outside their usual
environment for leisure, business or other purposes, where the visit lasts for less
than one year (Ontario MTCS, 2014). The Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport
(MTCS) also notes that trips within Canada are considered tourism trips if the
destination is at least 40 km away from the traveller’s home, and the reason for
the trip does not fall into the following categories:


Travelling to and from work or school;



Moving to a new residence;



Travelling as a member of the operating crew of buses, aeroplanes,
boats, etc.;



Travelling for regular shopping;



Travelling for a routine visit to the doctor;



Travelling to a hospital inside an ambulance;



Travelling for a routine sales or service call;



Travelling on diplomatic or military orders;



Routine travel to attend a religious ceremony;



Travelling to go to a funeral; and



Travelling to pick up or drop someone else off.
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1.1 Representative Northern Ontario Tourism
Attractions and Activities
For context, Exhibit 1.2 shows the locations of some of the more common
tourism attractions in the region. These range from provincial parks and natural
areas, to landmarks, museums and casinos. Hunting and fishing are also
popular in many parts of the region, and many families have camps (cottages) in
Northern Ontario, where they take a break from urban lifestyle. Cultural activities
are found in and around the larger communities.
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Exhibit 1.1: Map of Northern Ontario Multimodal Transportation Infrastructure
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Exhibit 1.2: Map of Representative Tourist Activities in Northern Ontario

Note: Numbered activities are based on top recommended activities for Northern Ontario on TripAdvisor.ca. Hunting and fishing areas are based on IBI Group analysis
of the NOMTS Part 1 passenger vehicle surveys, and may not be comprehensive. Remote-based tourism areas, not shown, are also significant in Northern Ontario.
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2

Jurisdiction, Policies, and Programs

Tourism development in Northern Ontario is largely the responsibility of the
Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport (MTCS), although most
municipalities and regions in the North also have their own tourist marketing and
product development activities/organizations.

2.1 Provincial Policy and Programs
Regional Tourism Organizations
MTCS is responsible for supporting the growth and development of tourism in
the Province. The ministry provides this support through the formation of
Regional Tourism Organizations (RTOs), which are not-for-profit organizations
established and funded by the Ministry to strengthen the tourism sector in their
geographic areas. The RTOs in Northern Ontario primarily conduct tourism
research, coordinate planning and product development activities, and initiate
regional marketing efforts. In Northern Ontario there are two RTOS, as shown in
Exhibit 2.1:


RTO 12: Algonquin Park, Almaguin Highlands, Muskoka and
Parry Sound — Note that the study area of the Northern Ontario
Multimodal Transportation Strategy includes the Parry Sound and
Nipissing Census Divisions in RTO12 but does not include Muskoka,
which is also part of RTO 12.



RTO 13: Northern Ontario — Three sub-regions make up RTO13;
while RTO13 leads and coordinates Northern Ontario-wide tourism
development activities, the sub-regions coordinate activities that are
specific to their geographic areas


RTO13a: Northeastern Ontario;



RTO13b: Sault Ste. Marie and Algoma (which also includes a
portion of Cochrane District); and



RTO13c: Northwestern Ontario.

In this technical backgrounder, tourism activity is often described in terms of
RTO 13 activity, as much of RTO 12 activity is focused on Muskoka, which is
outside of the NOMTS area.
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Exhibit 2.1: Map showing borders of Regional Tourism Organizations (RTOs) in Northern
Ontario

Source: MTCS Tourism Regions (Available: http://www.mtc.gov.on.ca/en/images/regions_maps/North_lam.pdf)

The two RTOs in Northern Ontario are run by boards of directors, but the
composition of the boards differs:


November 2016

The board of RTO12 consists of 9 to 15 directors, each with a twoyear term. To the extent possible, directors are drawn from all
geographical areas of RTO12 (RTO 12, 2012).
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The board of RTO13 consists of 17 to 21 directors, each with a threeyear term. To the extent possible, each of the three sub-regions is
represented by four directors drawn from both public and private
sector tourism partners in the sub-regions. The remaining board
vacancies are filled by representatives of various stakeholders,
including the Indigenous tourism sector1, municipalities with 20,000 or
fewer residents, the accommodation sector, and other groups
(Tourism Northern Ontario, 2012). In 2016, the board included six
government advisors from a range of federal and provincial
departments.

In the 2014-2015 budget, the Province allocated $5.1 million to RTO 13 the
second largest budget of any RTO in Ontario and $1.5 million to RTO 12
(Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport, 2015). In addition, the Province
provides up to $1.5 million annually in partnership funding for cross regional
tourism product development and investment to enhance and build partnerships
between the organizations.
Provincial Cycling Strategy: CycleON
CycleON is a 20-year strategy to promote cycling as a viable transportation
mode across the province. Strategic Direction 5 of CycleON is to Increase
cycling tourism opportunities, in part by implementing and promoting an
integrated province-wide network of on-road and off-road cycling routes. This
includes support for cycling through the Ontario Trails Strategy, described
below. Other actions include improving inter-modal cycling connections and
providing cycling facilities at key points along the routes.

1

The following is noted by the Aboriginal Tourism Association of Canada (ATAC 2016,
page 17) with respect to definitions related to Indigenous/aboriginal tourism activities:
ATC has endorsed the following definitions specific to Aboriginal tourism, as
they resulted from previous national and extensive consultation of industry,
Elders and community.
 Aboriginal Tourism – all tourism businesses majority owned, operated and/
or controlled by First Nations, Métis or Inuit peoples that can demonstrate a
connection and responsibility to the local Aboriginal community and traditional
territory where the operation resides.
 Aboriginal Cultural Tourism – meets the Aboriginal tourism criteria and in
addition, a significant portion of the experience incorporates Aboriginal
culture in a manner that is appropriate, respectful and true to the Aboriginal
culture being portrayed. The authenticity is ensured through the active
involvement of Aboriginal people in the development and delivery of the
experience.
 Aboriginal Cultural Experiences – does not meet the Aboriginal tourism
criteria however offers the visitor a cultural experience in a manner that is
appropriate, respectful and true to the Aboriginal culture being portrayed.
November 2016
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In 2014 the Province published CycleON Action Plan 1.0, which outlines specific
actions to be taken to pursue this Strategic Direction.
Important cycling initiatives that are occurring in Northern Ontario include the
Lake Huron North Channel Cycling Route Study, prepared in 2013 for Tourism
Sault Ste. Marie by MMM Group, to facilitate the development of a cycling route
between Sault Ste. Marie and Sudbury, with connections to communities and
touring destinations in between. The route would be a part of the Trans-Canada
cycling route, and has an estimated implementation cost of approximately
$12 million.
Ontario Trails Strategy
The Ontario Trails Strategy was developed in 2005 by the Ministry of Health
Promotion (now part of MTCS) through collaboration across wide range of
ministries and stakeholders. The Strategy is a long-term plan that establishes
strategic directions for planning, managing, promoting and using trails in
Ontario. The Strategy’s vision is to create “A world-class system of diversified
trails, planned and used in an environmentally responsible manner that
enhances the health and prosperity of all Ontarians.” The trail network would
include a range of single and shared-use outdoor designated trails in urban,
rural and wilderness settings, including hiking, running and walking trails, cycling
routes, canoe and portage routes, etc.
An action resulting from the Strategy is the formation of the Ontario Trails
Council. Grants have been provided toward enhancing the province’s trails
network. The Ministry of Natural Resources and the Ontario Trails Council are
working to catalogue and accurately represent the wide range of trail
experiences in Ontario. Celebrate Ontario
Celebrate Ontario provides single-year or multi-year funding support for new or
existing Ontario events. Applicants must demonstrate the how their event will
encourage tourist visitation and expenditures, and improve the quality and
sustainability of tourism in the area.
Ontario Tourism Marketing Partnership Corporation (OTMPC)
The OTMPC supports tourism in the province through activities such as:
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Ontario Travel Information Centres (OTICs), generally located at
provincial and international borders, where Travel Counsellors
provide travellers with services and information to inspire travel
extend stays and increase spending (e.g. attraction passes, permits,
etc.); there is one OTIC in Northern Ontario, operating seasonally in
Pigeon River; and
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The Tourism Industry Partners Program (TIPP), which funds targeted
innovative programs and marketing tactics that directly generate
awareness, interest and tourism revenues for priority out-of-province
markets.

2.2 Federal Jurisdiction, Policies and Programs
The Federal Government’s ’involvement can enable development of the industry
through its border control, air travel, and shipping policies — all of which impact
the ease of travelling to Northern Ontario. In addition, FedNor provides funding
for tourism-related products/activities and training development opportunities,
and the Canada Culture Spaces Fund can assist in providing/enhancing
infrastructure in support of tourism.
Border Control
Canada and the US jointly run the NEXUS program to expedite customs and
immigration clearance at border crossings for program members. Ports of entry
that participate in the NEXUS program have designated queues for program
members where iris scanning is used to identify the traveller and process their
entry. While this program is not specific to Northern Ontario, it is available for
tourists arriving by car at Fort Frances-International Falls Bridge and the
International Bridge in Sault Ste. Marie during select hours to make crossing the
border easier for travellers. NEXUS is also available at 18 docks, marinas, and
ports along the Northern Ontario border to facilitate crossings by boat (Canada
Border Services Agency, n.d.).
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) runs the Remote Area Border
Crossing (RABC) program to facilitate entry into Canada in remote areas of
Northern Ontario, specifically:


Along Pigeon River through to Lake of the Woods;



The Canadian shore of Lake Superior;



Cockburn Island, just west of Manitoulin Island; and



The Sault Ste. Marie upper lock system.

This facility allows citizens and permanent residents of the US and Canada to
apply for an RABC Permit, which gives permission for them to enter Canada at
the locations specified rather than at a CBSA port of entry (Canada Border
Services Agency, 2015).

November 2016
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The Coasting Trade Act
The federal Coasting Trade Act aims to encourage the use of Canadian-flag
ships by restricting the transport of goods or passengers between two Canadian
ports to Canadian-flag ships. However, this raises some challenges in
developing a cruise ship industry on the Great Lakes, specifically that nonCanadian-flag ships cannot serve two Canadian ports in a row, so they need to
alternate between Canadian and US ports. Every time travellers enter Canada
they need to report to CBSA but many potentially attractive cruise stops do not
have CBSA facilities. These challenges are further discussed in the Marine
Transportation Technical Backgrounder.
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3

Current and Historic Northern
Ontario Tourism Activity Trends

3.1 Geographic Tourism Markets
Exhibit 3.1, based on Ontario MTCS data, shows the distribution of RTO13
visitors both by place of residence and by Northern Ontario place visited in
2012, the most recent year with available data at the time of writing this
technical backgrounder. RTO13 hosted over 8 million visitors from both near
and far: visitors from within Northern Ontario accounted for over half of all visits
(51%) to this RTO; visitors from the rest of Ontario 27%; from the rest of Canada
8%; from the US 13%; and from other countries less than 1%.
The distribution of tourism destinations within Northern Ontario was as follows:


With a larger local population and the greatest number of visitors from
nearby Southern Ontario, RTO 13a (Northeastern Ontario) had the
most tourist visitors in 2012 at over 4.2 million.



RTO 13b (Sault Ste. Marie and Algoma), representing a smaller in
area than the other sub-regions, had 1.4 million visitors in 2012.



RTO 13c, spanning virtually all of Northwestern Ontario, had 2.4
million visitors in 2012.

Not surprisingly, the geographic market area from which visitors arrive is largely
a function of proximity:


When carrying out tourism activities within Northern Ontario, Northern
Ontario residents tend to stay within the side of Northern Ontario they
live on: there are very few tourism movements between Northeastern
and Northwestern Ontario (though there is some movement between
RTO 13a and RTO 13b, which are both in what is typically considered
to be Northeastern Ontario).



Among residents of Southern Ontario (including RTO 12 in this case)
visiting Northern Ontario (RTO 13) in 2012:

61% or 1.37 million travelled as far as the nearby Northeastern
sub-region;

24% or 530,000 travelled further to Sault Ste. Marie/Algoma
sub-region; and

the remaining 13% or 330,000 travelled as far as Northwestern
Ontario.

November 2016
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Exhibit 3.1: Number of Tourist Visits to RTO 13 Sub-Regions by Market Area, 2012
Area Visited
RTO 13c
RTO 13b
RTO 13a
RTO 13
Northwestern Sault Ste.
Northeastern All Northern
Ontario
Marie/Algoma Ontario
Ontario

Place of Residence
Person-Visits (thousands)
Northern Ontario
1,064
Northwestern Ontario
998
Sault Ste. Marie & Algoma
48
Northeastern Ontario
18
Rest of Ontario
330
Other Canada
475
Manitoba
367
Quebec
36
Rest of Canada
71
US
552
Overseas
12
Total Visits
2,433
Percentage of Person Visits by Destination Region
Northern Ontario
44%
Northwestern Ontario
41%
Sault Ste. Marie & Algoma
2%
Northeastern Ontario
0.7%
Rest of Ontario
14%
Other Canada
20%
Manitoba
15%
Quebec
1.5%
Rest of Canada
3%
US
23%
Overseas
0.5%
Total Visits
100%
Percentage of Person-Visits by Residence Region
Northern Ontario
26%
Northwestern Ontario
94%
Sault Ste. Marie & Algoma
8%
Northeastern Ontario
1%
Rest of Ontario
15%
Other Canada
70%
Manitoba
98%
Quebec
19%
Rest of Canada
60%
US
53%
Overseas
31%
Total Visits
30%

532
35
370
128
533
22
4
5
13
354
8
1,449

2,545
25
150
2,370
1,371
183
3
146
34
130
19
4,248

4,141
1,058
568
2,515
2,207
668
371
182
115
985
34
8,018

37%
2%
26%
9%
37%
2%
0.3%
0.3%
0.9%
24%
0.6%
100%

60%
1%
4%
56%
32%
4%
0.1%
3%
0.8%
3%
0.4%
100%

51%
13%
7%
31%
27%
8%
4.6%
2.3%
1.5%
13%
0.5%
100%

13%
3%
65%
5%
24%
3%
1%
3%
11%
34%
21%
18%

61%
2%
26%
94%
61%
27%
1%
78%
29%
13%
49%
52%

100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Source: IBI Group based on MTCS data. Note: Totals may not sum due to rounding.
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US visitors to Northern Ontario numbered close to a million in 2012.
The locations that American visitors go to in Northern Ontario are very
much related to proximity. The Northwestern tourism sub-region has
three international border crossings and also had the largest number
of US visitors at 552,000 in 2012. The most easterly border crossing
in Northern Ontario is Sault Ste. Marie International Bridge, and the
Sault Ste. Marie and Algoma sub-region (RTO13b) had 330,000 US
visitors. US visitors represented almost a quarter of the tourism
visitors to both these regions. Further from the border crossings, the
Northeastern Ontario sub-region had 130,000 US visitors
(representing 3% of visitors to this sub-region).
The average US visitor spending per person was $395 in 2012,
compared to $155 for Ontario visitors. Despite the smaller market
share compared to Ontario visitors, Americans make an important
economic contribution to the tourism sector in the region.





Visitors from other Canadian provinces to Northern Ontario totalled
almost 670,000 in 2012:


The largest share of these visitors was to the Northwestern
Ontario sub-region, where 367,000 visitors from Manitoba (who
were very unlikely to travel further east into Northern Ontario)
visited the region in 2012, along with 107,000 from the rest of
Canada. The number of visitors from Manitoba to Northwestern
Ontario was very close to the number of Ontario visitors visiting
Northwestern Ontario from outside the region.



Approximately 182,000 visitors from Quebec visited Northern
Ontario in 2012, many of which (146,000) remained in nearby
and more francophone Northeastern Ontario, but 36,000
travelled further into Northwestern Ontario.

The overseas market is less than 1% of overall visitors to Northern
Ontario, totalling approximately 34,000 visitors in 2012.

RTO 12 hosted 4.1 million visitors, though the majority of them — 71%, or 2.9
million visitors — stayed in Muskoka, which is outside the Northern Ontario
Multimodal Transportation Strategy study area. In RTO 12, 3.9 million of the 4.1
million visitors (95%) in 2012 were Ontarians, 138,000 (3%) were Americans,
and the remainder were from the rest of Canada and overseas. The Greater
Toronto and Hamilton Area was by far the largest source of visitors for RTO 12
in 2012, with 2.5 million of the 4.1 million visitors (61%) coming from that area.
Only 210,000 tourists (5%) came from RTO 13 or RTO 12 (Ontario MTCS,
2012).
Given the closer proximity to Southern Ontario, RTO12’s tourism sector is more
dependent on external visitors from Southern and Eastern Ontario than RTO13,
November 2016
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making the north-south highway linkages to Southern Ontario, namely Highway
69 and 400 and Highway 11, particularly important routes for tourism in RTO12.

3.2 Tourism Activities in Northern Ontario
Exhibit 3.2 shows the number of visitors to RTO13 from each of four geographic
tourist markets (Ontario, other Canada, US and overseas) that participated in
various tourism activities during their stay, as well as the share of all tourists in
each market that participated in a given activity. Tourists could participate in
more than one activity during their stay, so that totals by market do not total to
100%.
The exhibit shows that Northern Ontario’s outdoor and nature-based activities
are the most popular, with fishing, boating, and other outdoor activities making
up the top three activities in the US, Canadian, and Ontario markets. (This
pattern of relatively high participation in outdoor activities is also seen in
RTO12.)
Cultural tourist attractions were more popular among the relatively small
overseas market, with 91% of visitors making trips to historic and cultural
attractions.
The popular outdoor/nature-based activities are geographically dispersed and in
many cases sites are not directly accessible by road. Floatplanes and charter
flights are available to transport tourists to remote lodges and camp sites,
providing access to boating and fishing areas that are not accessible by vehicle.
The VIA Rail routes “The Canadian” (Toronto-Winnipeg on the CN mainline
through Sudbury, Nakina, Armstrong and Sioux Lookout) and the “Northern
Ontario” (Sudbury-White River on the CP line, via Chapleau) provide
passengers alternate access to remote hunting and fishing lodges, by
requesting a non-station stop along the line with advance notice. Ridership
information for these lines is presented in the Intercommunity Passenger
Transportation Technical Backgrounder.
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Exhibit 3.2: Top Tourist Activities in RTO13 by Visitor Origin Market, 2012

Source: IBI Analysis of Ontario MTCS data
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3.3 Seasonal Variation in Tourism Activity
The summer months are the most popular time to visit Northern Ontario. Exhibit
3.3 shows the number of visits to RTO 13 by quarter and by residence location.
The exhibit shows that the number of visits between July and September was
almost twice as high as in the winter months between January and March.
Visits to RTO12 (not shown) are even more peaked, with about 10 times as
many visits in the summer (2.2 million) as in the winter (253,000). This seasonal
variation is similar in all districts in RTO12. The popularity of RTO12 as “cottage
country” makes it an important destination for summer vacationers from
Southern Ontario.
Exhibit 3.3: Tourist Visits to RTO 13 Northern Ontario by Time of Year and
Visitor Residence, 2012

Source: IBI Group analysis of MTCS data

Although winter activities like skiing and snowmobiling are enjoyed in RTO13, as
was seen in Exhibit 1.2, many of the more popular attractions were warmweather activities such as fishing, boating, and visiting the region’s national and
provincial parks. Exhibit 3.3 also shows that visits during the spring and fall
shoulder seasons are substantially higher than those during winter. Increases in
average temperature, expected from ongoing climate change, are expected to
lengthen the warm weather period when many outdoor activities are popular.
This could lead to increases in visitor numbers in the spring and fall compared to
historical trends.
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3.4 Historic Tourism Volume Trends
Total tourist arrivals in RTO 13 Northern Ontario decreased from approximately
11 million in 2002 to approximately 6 million in 2008 and increased again to over
8 million in 2012, still 27% less than 2002 visitors. Exhibit 3.4 shows total
tourism trips to Northern Ontario RTO 2013 from 2002 to 2012, showing the
visitor’s residence location. The plot shows that the recent rebound in tourism
travel was largely due to an increase in trips by Ontario residents: trips by
Ontarians to Northern Ontario increased from 2008 to 2012 by almost 2 million
or 42%. The number of US visitors meantime continued to decline, reaching just
985,000 by 2012 — a decline of 1.4 million or 59%.
Exhibit 3.4: Trend in Tourist Arrivals in Northern Ontario by Origin, 2002-2012

Sources: IBI Group analysis of data from FedNor, and Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport
*Note: A change in the tourism survey methodology in 2011 means that caution should be used
when interpreting 2012 visitor arrival statistics.

Exhibit 3.5 shows the trends in two potential factors contributing to these trends:
average gasoline prices in Northern Ontario and the value of the Canadian
dollar relative to the US dollar between 2002 and 2012:


November 2016

The decline in Ontario visitors seen in Exhibit 3.4 is correlated with
the increase in gas prices in the North during the decade, where
gasoline prices are one consideration that can contribute to deterring
visitors from either the US or Canada form making long road trips.
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Compounded by the increasing value of the Canadian dollar,
Americans saw the cost of driving from the US to Northern Ontario
rise significantly between 2002 and 2012.

The relatively weak American economy during this period has meant that
potential US tourists were less likely to visit Northern Ontario than in the years
prior to 2002.
Exhibit 3.5: Trend in Average Gas Prices in Northern Ontario and Value of the
Canadian Dollar, 2002-2012

Sources: IBI Group analysis of data from (Ontario Ministry of Energy, 2015) and
(CanadianForex, 2015)
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4

Tourism Travel Considerations by
Transportation Mode

Tourists rely on all modes — air, road, rail, and marine — to arrive in and move
around the region, though road-based transportation is by far the most common
mode for the tourism sector, as most tourists rely on private cars to reach
Northern Ontario, as well as to move around the region.

4.1 Travel Mode Shares for International Visitors to
Northern Ontario
Exhibit 4.1 shows the number of international visitors based on port of entry in
Northern Ontario in 2015. It can be seen that the auto mode represents about
94% of trips from the US and 89% of overseas visits, highlighting the importance
of the auto mode and international bridges in serving international visitors to
Northern Ontario This high auto mode share has been consistent for the years
2005 — 2015.
Marine was the second most frequently used mode of entry across Northern
Ontario’s international border in 2015. All marine mode arrivals were on private
vessels (i.e. recreational boats) in 2015, highlighting the popularity of
recreational boating on the lakes and rivers along the border. Commercial boats
did not contribute any significant numbers of visitors from 2005 to 2015.
Of all the marine points of entry in the North, Sand Point Lake, which is 75 km
south-east of Fort Frances on the Minnesota-Ontario border, consistently
registered the largest number of visitors between 2005 and 2015. It hosts one of
two Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) Direct Reporting Sites for Marine
Private Vessels (DRS/M) in Northern Ontario, where private pleasure craft
entering Canada must report upon entering Canada2. This in part explains the
relatively high number of entries at that site. The other CBSA DRS/M location is
at the Rainy River border crossing. Sand Point Lake also hosts a CBSA
Seaplane Airport of Entry. It is generally one of the more heavily used airports
for non-commercial flights from the US.
Sand Bay, located on the shores of Lake Superior 30 km north-west of Sault
Ste. Marie in the Goulais and District area, is also a popular landing site for
private boats from the US. Landings at this site have increased consistently from
about 250 in 2005 to almost 4,000 in 2015.
Members of the CBSA’s Remote Area Border Crossing program can also enter Canada at
other designated locations without direct reporting, as described in Section 2.2.
2
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Exhibit 4.1: International Visitor Arrivals in Northern Ontario by Mode, 2015 Person-Trips
US Visitors
Overseas Visitors
Point of Entry Auto
Air
Marine Bus
Other Auto
Air
Marine Bus Other
RTO 13c Northwestern Ontario
Rainy River
59,200
100
200
100
50
Kenora
1,300
10
Fort Frances
264,800
1,400
3,100
3,300
190
20
Sand Point
Lake
1,600 10,400
Pigeon River
81,800
1,200
1,000
370
Thunder Bay
700
100
40
Total
405,800
5,100 10,500
4,500
4,400
610
70
0
0
0
RTO 13b Sault Ste. Marie and Algoma
Sand Bay
3,900
20
Sault Ste. Marie 225,900
500
3,500
3,300
1,200
420
30
Total
225,900
500
7,400
3,300
1,200
420
30
20
0
0
Northeastern Ontario
Meldrum Bay
100
600
Gore Bay
300
Greater
Sudbury
100
North Bay
300
10
Total
0
800
600
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
Northern
631,700
6,400 18,500
7,800
5,600
1,030
110
20
0
0
Ontario
(94%)
(1%)
(3%)
(1%)
(1%) (89%)
(9%)
(2%) (0%) (0%)
Source: IBI Group summary of Statistics Canada data
Note: This summary excludes trips that arrive in Canada outside Northern Ontario, but are ultimately destined for
Northern Ontario. For example, a trip that consists of a flight from the US to Winnipeg with a connection to
Kenora would not be shown. Similarly, trips entering Northern Ontario but destined for points outside the region
are included but are not counted as visitors to Northern Ontario.
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4.2 Passenger Vehicle Travel
Road based transportation is the most significant mode for tourist travel to and
within Northern Ontario.

Travel Routes
Exhibit 4.2 shows the daily tourist trip volumes across the international bridges
and along the provincial highways in 2011. The largest flows are in Northeastern
Ontario, where significant numbers of visitors drive between Central and
Southern Ontario and the large population centres of Sudbury and North Bay.
There are also large east-west flows between the Ottawa area and North Bay.
Border Crossing Flows
There are four border crossings in Northern Ontario, located at Rainy River, Fort
Frances, Pigeon River, and Sault Ste. Marie, serving in total approximately
4,900 average daily tourist trips in 2011. The 3-km long International Bridge in
Sault Ste. Marie is the most heavily used due to the large number of very local
trips between Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario and Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, and
carried about 49% of these flows. Tourism-related flows make up 48% of all
crossings at this bridge. The International Bridge is the only international
crossing in Northeastern Ontario, and serves the north shores of Lake Superior
and Lake Huron and the major population centres of Sault Ste. Marie, Sudbury,
and North Bay, making it a crucial piece of tourism-related infrastructure.
The three other bridges also serve tourists travelling between Wisconsin and
Minnesota in the US and Northwestern Ontario:


The Fort Frances-International Falls Bridge connects Fort Frances,
Ontario to International Falls, Minnesota and served approximately
900 or 19% of the daily tourist trips across the four bridges in 2011.
Tourism trips make up 44% of all crossings at this bridge.



The Baudette-Rainy River International Bridge connects Rainy River,
Ontario to Baudette, Minnesota and carried approximately 400 or 9%
of the daily cross-border tourist trips in 2011. Tourists make up 45%
of all crossings at this bridge.



The Pigeon River International Bridge crosses the Rainy River just
southwest of Thunder Bay and links Minnesota State Highway 61 to
Ontario Highway 61. It carried 24% of the daily cross-border tourist
trips in 2011, about 1,200 trips. Tourists make up 83% of crossings at
this bridge.

NEXUS is available at Sault Ste. Marie and Fort Frances bridges to expedite
crossings for visitors entering Canada.
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Exhibit 4.2: Map of Tourism Travel Flows across Northern Ontario Border Crossings and Along Provincial Highways, 2011

Source: IBI Group analysis of MTO passenger vehicle survey data, factored to represent average daily travel
Note: This map shows data from provincial highway and border crossing surveys at border crossings and strategic highway locations only, and is
shown as vehicle trips (rather than person-visits)..
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Provincial Highway Flows
Highway 11, Highway 17, and Highway 69/400 are the main routes for tourist
travel in Northern Ontario. Exhibit 4.2 shows that the heaviest tourism flows in
the region are in the southeast, including Highway 17 between Sudbury and
Highway 6 (where flows branch west to/from Sault Ste. Marie and south toward
Manitoulin), Highway 69/400 south of Sudbury, and Highway 11 south of North
Bay. This aligns with the observation that a very large proportion of visitors to
RTO12 and RTO13a (Northeastern Ontario) come from Southern Ontario.
Within Northern Ontario, Highway 17 is more popular with tourists than Highway
11, most likely for three reasons:


A number of tourism attractions and sites as well as urban centres
visited by tourists are located along the Highway 17 corridor in
Northeastern Ontario.



Highway 17 is generally considered to be more scenic than Highway
11, with more hills and vistas of Lake Superior, and is also promoted
by RTO13 as a touring route (discussed further below).



Highway 17 is potentially a slightly shorter route when travelling
between Northeastern and Northwestern Ontario, and offers potential
fuel savings for tourists making long distance trips.

Exhibit 4.2 also indicates that tourist traffic volumes are highest near the large
population centres of Thunder Bay, North Bay, and Sudbury, as many tourist
attractions are located in or near the larger population centres. Many tourists
themselves live within these key population centres, so a large share of tourist
trips originate in these centres.
Among tourists that travel to the North to fish and boat, especially from the US,
many follow Highways 502 and 71 toward their destinations, as could be seen in
Exhibit 4.2. As noted in the Highways and Roads technical backgrounder, these
routes do not have rest areas, and tend to have higher than average driver
fatigue driver collision rates.
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Promoted Tourism Routes
MTO formerly promoted and posted a variety of “tourist routes” throughout the
province, as well as portions of the Great Lakes Circle Tours. These were
identified by tourism route signs under highway number markers, showing the
route name and icon. With the downloading of many provincial highways in the
late 1990s, significant portions of these tourist routes now run along county,
regional, and local roads that were formerly provincial highways.
While these are no longer official route designations in the sense they once
were, some of these continue to be promoted by regional tourism organizations,
and some of the routes may be signed by local authorities.
The Northern Ontario Tourism Marketing Strategy 2012-2017 (Tourism Northern
Ontario) highlights that touring should be a key tourism activity marketed to
potential visitors. Exhibit 4.3 is a map showing some of the motorcycle touring
routes promoted by the RTOs in Northern Ontario, some of which are based on
the former MTO tourist routes. As promoted tourist routes, efforts need to be
made to ensure that there are appropriate rest stops, passing opportunities, and
signage provided along these routes.
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Exhibit 4.3: Motorcycle Touring Routes Promoted by Sub-Regions of Tourism Northern Ontario
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Snowmobile Routes
Snowmobiles are used by both residents and tourists in Northern Ontario for
general recreation and to access areas not served by the road network. The
Ontario Federation of Snowmobile Clubs is a volunteer-based, non-profit
organization representing 231 member snowmobile clubs who together are
responsible for a network of over 30,000 kilometres of snowmobile trails across
the province. The OFSC permit fees fund the network maintenance. This
snowmobile network is shown in Exhibit 4.4 for the Northern Ontario area.
Snowmobilers need to be 12 to drive on the OFSC trail. To drive on or across a
public road, snowmobilers need to be 16 need a driver’s licence (for Ontario or
for their home province/state) or a motorized snow vehicle operator’s licence,
issued by OFSC in cooperation with MTO. Snowmobiles need to be registered
and insured – though this is not required for the Far North of Ontario.
Highway safety is an important consideration in snowmobile use. Many trails
cross provincial highways and some routes run parallel to provincial highways,
as snowmobiles are permitted to operate on the non-ploughed portion of a
provincial highway shoulder.
Other considerations related to the highway network for snowmobilers include
the need, like private vehicle drivers for amenities such as rest areas and fuel.
Similar to snowmobiling, a number of ATV’ing organizations have developed
associated transportation networks. ATV’ing is a growing market that also relies
on existing road infrastructure both to travel and to access trail networks.
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Exhibit 4.4: Map of Northern Ontario Snowmobile Trails
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Wayfinding and Signage
MTO and MTCS supervise two programs that provide familiar signage along
provincial highways throughout the province (Ontario Ministry of Tourism,
Culture and Sport, 2015). These are:


The Tourism-Oriented Directional Signing (TODS) program places
signs along the roadway to alert motorists about nearby tourist
attractions and services, and provides advance turn warnings to guide
drivers. TODS signs show an icon representing the type of attraction
or service, along with the name of the company or attraction.



The Logo Sign program places signs along the 400-series highways
across the province to inform drivers of upcoming services such as
food, hotels, and service stations. A Logo Sign shows a logo of
specific companies providing service at the next exit, along with icons
identifying the type of service provided.

Exhibit 4.5 shows examples of the signage in Northern Ontario. Both of these
programs are administered by a private company—Canadian TODS Limited—
that is responsible for the financing, operation, and management of the
programs, including working with businesses to have their companies appear on
the signs, installing the signs along the roadway, and providing maintenance..
To be included in TODS, organizations must apply to Canadian TODS Limited,
which assesses eligibility of the organization. There are specific criteria that
operations must meet to be eligible for TODS. Operations are generally required
to be within 40 km of the intersection of the provincial highway where the sign
will appear.
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Exhibit 4.5: Examples of Tourism-Oriented Directional Signing and Logo
Signage
Tourism-Oriented Directional Signing

Logo Signage

Source: Canadian TODS Limited
<http://www.ontariotods.interstatelogos.com/state/businessLocator.aspx>

In 2013, MTCS and MTO launched a review of the TODS program to assess its
effectiveness and identify opportunities for improvement (Ministry of
Transportation, 2015). In spring 2015, the Ministries implemented a range of
improvements based on stakeholder feedback from this review, including:


Allowing tourism-designated outlet malls and regional travel
information centres to apply for signage;



Extending full signing opportunities to campgrounds on freeways;



Expanding eligibility criteria to allow for more rural downtowns, trail
access points, museums, and cultural centres to qualify for signage;



Modernizing Area Profile sign criteria to recognize Tourism Regions
and bilingual signing opportunities;



Strengthening program awareness and service delivery;



Modernizing basic advertising requirements to focus on online
advertising; and



Introducing new generic icons for a wide range of sign categories.

Exhibit 4.6 and Exhibit 4.7 show the locations of TODS signs and Logo signs in
Northern Ontario, respectively. All of this signage is in the Near North. TODS
signs are much more prevalent than Logo signs. There are relatively few Logo
signs in the North; they are mostly located along Highway 11 south of North
Bay, Highway 400 south of Parry Sound, and the Sudbury area, with only about
a dozen in other Northern Ontario locations.
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Exhibit 4.6: Map of TODS Sign Locations in Northern Ontario

Source: IBI Group based on data from MTO
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Exhibit 4.7: Map showing Locations of Logo Signs in Northern Ontario

Source: IBI Group based on data from MTO
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4.3 Intercommunity Bus and Rail Passenger
Transportation
This section discusses intercommunity bus and passenger rail transportation
with respect to considerations for tourism travel, as providing a potential
alternative to private car travel for tourism trips within and to/from Northern
Ontario. The Intercommunity Passenger Transportation technical backgrounder
discusses these modes in further detail.

Rail Travel
VIA Rail and Ontario Northland provide passenger rail service within the region,
as well as connections to Manitoba and to Southern Ontario. The only major
urban centre currently served year-round by passenger rail in Northern Ontario
is Sudbury, though rail can be used to reach more remote resorts, lodges, and
wilderness activities. A seasonal line between Sault Ste. Marie and Agawa
Canyon is run by CN Rail as an excursion line for tourists. As discussed in
further detail in the Intercommunity Transportation technical backgrounder, there
have been efforts to reinstate service along the full length of this line.
The most frequent service is Ontario Northland’s Polar Bear Express, which
operates every weekday between Cochrane and Moosonee. The Polar Bear
Express provides the only year-round ground transportation to Moosonee and
the James Bay coast. During the summer months this service itself is a popular
tourist attraction
VIA Rail provides two services in Northern Ontario:


VIA Rail’s “The Canadian” line operates between Toronto and
Vancouver via Sudbury and Winnipeg three days per week in the
summer and twice per week in the winter, and makes three scheduled
stops in the North. Travellers can request stops along the route to
reach remote lodges and resorts. The trip between Sudbury Junction
(near Sudbury) and Winnipeg takes 27 hours, and parts of
Northwestern Ontario are served during the overnight hours in one or
both directions. The line’s schedule ensures that Winnipeg and
Southern Ontario centres are served in daytime hours. The only major
urban centre in Northern Ontario served by the line is Sudbury.
The line was moved to the more northerly CN route from the more
southerly CP route through Thunder Bay approximately 25 years ago.
This also means that rail travellers today no longer enjoy the scenic
route along the north shore of Lake Superior.
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Sudbury Junction is the closest stop for this line in the vicinity of
Sudbury. The station is located at the northeast limits of the city,
approximately 9 km from downtown Sudbury. There is no shuttle
service connecting the station to downtown Sudbury.


VIA Rail also operates a line between Sudbury and White River,
called “Northern Ontario”, which tourists can also use to access
remote lodges and resorts. The largest community outside of Sudbury
served by this line is Chapleau, which has approximately 2,100
residents, and is located on Highway 101. It is not clear how many
tourists make use of this service, as statistics are not kept on trip
purposes.

There are no direct passenger rail connections between Northern Ontario and
the US, and there is no passenger rail service to any of the urban areas close to
the four international crossings.

Intercommunity Bus
Scheduled intercommunity bus service is available along some provincial
highways in the Near North. Service, where provided, is infrequent, and there
have been recent further reductions and discontinuances in service by
Greyhound Canada, Ontario Northland, and others. Ontario Northland cited low
ridership as part of the reason for its 2015 service reductions.
Greyhound Canada provides a service between Toronto and Winnipeg, where a
transfer can be made to continue travelling westbound. The service runs along
Highways 400 and 69 to Sudbury, then follows Highway 17, and, unlike
passenger rail service, serves Sault Ste. Marie and Thunder Bay. It takes just
over 25 hours to travel between Sudbury and Winnipeg by bus, and 14.5 hours
to travel the Sudbury to Thunder Bay portion. Westbound, the portion between
Sault Ste. Marie and Marathon is served during the overnight period (midnight to
6 a.m.), so that travellers miss seeing the spectacular scenery on this route.
Eastbound, it is the portion between the Ontario-Manitoba border and
approximately Shabaqua Corners on Highway 17 that is served in the overnight
period.
Greyhound Canada also operates a route between Sudbury and Ottawa. This
route takes approximately 7 hours each way, and operates over the overnight
period eastbound and mid-day westbound.
In Northeastern Ontario, the Ontario Northland Transportation Commission
(Ontario Northland), a provincial crown agency, provides connections to Toronto
and between Northern Ontario centres. Ontario Northland also introduced a pilot
route between Sudbury and Ottawa in January 2016. Unlike Greyhound, these
routes operate during daytime hours to better serve Northerners and visitors to
the region. Kasper minibus and Caribou transit are private operators that provide
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additional connections in Northwestern Ontario, between Thunder Bay and
Sioux Lookout.
Tourists can also charter intercommunity buses to provide direct connections as
required. The Ontario Highway Transport Board has 35 charter carriers
registered to provide services in Northern Ontario. These are typically booked by
a group with a common itinerary.

4.4 Air Travel
Northern Ontario has 67 airports including one National Airport System3 airport
in Thunder Bay, 37 municipal airports that are run by municipalities and private
organizations, and 29 remote airports operated by MTO.
While there are currently no scheduled international services into Northern
Ontario with the exception of seasonal sun destination flights from Thunder Bay
International Airport, tourists can reach the region via connecting flights from
Winnipeg and Toronto operated by Air Canada, Porter, and WestJet. Several
other airlines provide service between the region’s remote and regional airports,
allowing tourists to reach smaller communities across the region.
It is not clear how many tourists travel to the North by air, particularly for flights
within Canada, where the numbers of passenger flights are only published for
the largest airports in Canada, which excludes many municipal airports in
Northern Ontario. However, as shown in Exhibit 4.1, fewer than 7,000 visitors
originating from the US and other countries crossed into Canada via Northern
Ontario airports in 2015 compared to over 630,000 visitors from these origins
that came by car. Relatively high airfares in Northern Ontario have been cited as
one reason for the low demand for air travel in the region. The Municipal Airports
technical backgrounder contains a more detailed discussion of air travel in the
North.

The federal National Airports Policy defines an airport as part of the National Airports System if
it is essential to Canada’s air transportation system. These include airports in national,
provincial, and territorial capitals and airports maintaining annual passenger levels of at least
200,000 for three consecutive years.
3
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4.5 Marine Travel
Marine Ferries
The Chi-Cheemaun ferry is the largest, longest and most well-known ferry
service in the North. It is operated by the Province’s Owen Sound Transportation
Company (OSTC) and runs between the Bruce Peninsula and Manitoulin Island.
Recent efforts to market the ferry as not just a short cut between Northern and
Southern Ontario across Georgian Bay, but as a “mini Great Lakes cruise” in its
own right, have been successful at increasing ridership. In the peak summer
months the ferry operates four times per day in each direction; in May and
October it operates twice daily with an additional sailing Friday evenings. The
40-km trip takes about 1 hour and 45 minutes. The ferry has capacity for 648
passengers and 143 vehicles, and can carry large vehicles such as buses and
transport trucks. In 2015, the ferry carried 185,700 passengers and 73,600
vehicles (Paiva, 2015).
A few other smaller public and private ferries (at Red Lake, Temagami First
Nation’s Bear Island, and the Gardiner ferry near Cochrane) are operated in
Northern Ontario, and may have some potential as being of interest to tourists.
The OSTC also operates a vehicle and passenger ferry service between
Moosonee and Moose Factory during the summer months
Lake Cruises
Currently there are few passenger ships operating on the Upper Great Lakes.
Exhibit 4.1 shows that the marine mode was the second most used mode of
entry into Canada via Northern Ontario in 2015, but none of these visits were on
commercial boats. The challenges in developing a Great Lakes Cruising sector
are discussed in further detail in the Marine Transportation technical
backgrounder.
Recreational Boating
As shown earlier in Exhibit 4.1, about 18,500 visitors entered Canada through
Northern Ontario using the marine mode in 2015, and all of these visits were on
recreational boats. Given the locations where most of the arrivals are logged —
Sand Point Lake and Sand Bay being the most popular — it is clear that these
boaters use small marinas, docks, and sheltered anchorages rather than the
large ports at Thunder Bay and Sault Ste. Marie. These visitors represent an
economic opportunity for marina operators and service providers in the small
communities along the border.
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5

Outlooks

With a large portion of Northern Ontario tourism trips originating from other
locations within Northern Ontario, as well as considerable demand generated by
nearby regions outside of the study area, tourist travel demand in Northern
Ontario will vary according to demographic and economic trends in these areas.
This chapter discusses these and other factors that are likely to have the
greatest impact on future tourism demand in the region, as well as potential
growth scenarios to the year 2041. The near term focus of tourism marketing
efforts in the region is also discussed, as this offers some insight into where the
transportation network could best support the tourism sector going forward.

5.1 Factors Influencing Potential Future Tourist
Demand
The prospects for tourist demand in Northern Ontario vary across the region and
are driven by a range of influences, including proximity to growing source
markets, changing demographics of tourists, the value of the Canadian dollar,
and evolving lifestyle choices, among other factors. These influences are further
discussed in the following sub-sections.

Southern Regions at the Edge of a Rapidly Growing Metropolitan
Area
Section 3 showed that a significant share of tourist travel in RTO12 and RTO13
originates in neighbouring areas. In the east (RTO12 and RTO13a), Southern
Ontario is the primary source market while areas farther west see larger flows
from the US states of Michigan, Minnesota, and Wisconsin. Manitoba residents
make up a large share of tourists visiting RTO13c, especially Kenora westerly.
In some neighbouring regions, such as northern Michigan, northwest Quebec,
and Minnesota, population growth in recent years has been slow compared to
growth rates in the Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH) and in Manitoba,
particularly in the Winnipeg metropolitan area. These growth rate trends in
neighbouring areas are expected to continue. The trends are particularly
favourable for tourism prospects in the southern and eastern parts of Northern
Ontario, specifically:
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The Greater Golden Horseshoe (GGH), from which most recreational
travel to and through RTO12 and RTO13a originates, is forecast to
grow significantly over the next 25 years — from an estimated 9.7
million people in 2016 to almost 12 million people in 2031, as noted in
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Amendment 2 of the Growth Plan for the Greater Golden Horseshoe
and at a similar growth rate between 2031 and 2041.


Regional tourism data indicate that destinations in proximity to the
GGH continue to experience significant recreation-based travel
demand, while locations further away have seen declined visitation.



Increased spillover of demand is indicated in Southern Regions: the
Muskoka market continues to develop as a popular tourism region for
Southern Ontario, encouraging GGH residents to travel to Northern
Ontario for more affordable alternatives as the Muskoka market
becomes more crowded and expensive.

An Aging Population and Rising Incomes
Travel propensity by age group among travellers to Northern Ontario indicates a
shift towards older age groups, as indicated in Exhibit 5.1. This mirrors larger
trends observed across the province as older residents are increasingly likely to
take recreational trips. With most of the large population centres in the vicinity of
Northern Ontario also indicating demographic shifts towards an older population
in the near future, a small increase in travel preference translates into a
significant increase in travel demand from these markets.
Exhibit 5.1: Change in Share of Total Travel by Age Group, RTO 12 and 13,
2006-2013
SHARE OF TOTAL TOURISM TRAVEL
TO RTO 12 AND RTO 13

Age Group

Under 18 years
18 - 24 years old
25 - 34 years old
35 - 44 years old
45 - 54 years old
55 - 64 years old
65+ years old
Average Age

2006

Change in
Percentage
Points

2013

1%
13%
17%
20%
23%
14%
12%
43.7

1%
12%
15%
17%
20%
21%
14%
47.0

0%
-1%
-2%
-3%
-3%
6%
2%
-

Source: Hemson Consulting based on data from Ontario Ministry of Tourism, Culture and Sport
and Statistics Canada Travel Survey of Residents of Canada and the International Travel Survey
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Retirement and high levels of disposable income are large drivers of investment
in seasonal housing and recreational travel. Given that the baby boom
generation is entering the period of retirement age, the forecast period
represents the peak income earning and retirement years for this age group.
Life expectancy is also forecast to increase steadily over the next 30 years. Life
expectancy in Ontario is higher than the national average and has risen more
rapidly than anticipated over recent years. Observed increases in life
expectancy are largely attributable to people leading healthier lifestyles and
improvements in medical treatment, and will likely lead to a greater proportion of
seniors leading active lifestyles and undertaking recreational travel.

Continued Policy Interest in Tourism and Healthy Lifestyles
A growing interest in tourism as an economic development driver for First
Nations communities and the continued interest in more active and healthy
lifestyles will further contribute to increased recreation-based demand.
Renewed commitments by all levels of government to increase tourist travel will
help contribute to higher recreational travel across Ontario. Approaches to
increasing tourism, such as destination marketing, are already starting to
contribute to increased success at the local level.
Across Northern Ontario there is strong policy support and growing investment
for diversifying regional activity, including seasonal amenities, modernized
tourist attractions, and regional cooperation of regional tourism providers,
including the development and integration of Indigenous tourism. Taken together
these initiatives will further support demand.
Northern Ontario continues to develop its identity as a destination for naturebased recreation for activities such as hunting, angling, boating and camping.
These outdoor activities account for the majority of trips involving both pleasure
based trips and trips to visit friends or relatives. Together these categories
account for 85% of all tourism trips to the region, as shown in Exhibit 5.2.

Fluctuations in the Canadian Dollar
As indicated in Section 3.4, decreases in the value of the Canadian dollar
against the US dollar tend to positively impact international tourist demand.
A lower Canadian dollar also tends to increase tourism demand among local
residents; as the international purchasing power of the Canadian dollar dips it
encourages Canadian residents to consider ‘staycations’ within the country, with
other markets becoming more expensive in comparison.
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Exhibit 5.2: Main Purpose of Trip, Northern Ontario Tourism Regions, 2013
Main Purpose of Tourism Travel by Northern Ontario RTO
Visit
Friends/
RTO
Pleasure Relatives Shopping Business Other
12
69%
26%
0%
2%
2%
13a
35%
43%
6%
9%
6%
13b
42%
41%
2%
7%
8%
13c
47%
32%
2%
10%
9%
Northern Ontario
50%
35%
3%
7%
5%
Source: Ontario MTCS and Statistics Canada Travel Survey of Residents of Canada and the
International Travel Survey.

Due to the complexity and unpredictability of international market performance it
is not feasible to accurately quantify the impacts of fluctuations in the Canadian
dollar over a long-term horizon. That said, over the long term these changes
tend to be cyclical in nature, following general economic cycles and trends in
commodity prices. Barring any major geopolitical shifts, it is anticipated that the
Canadian dollar will average closer to historic rates of approximately US $0.80
to US $0.85 as long as world markets for oil and other Canadian commodity
exports remain relatively depressed.
Given that the most recently available tourism travel data for Northern Ontario
was collected in 2013 when the Canadian dollar was close to par with the
American dollar, total tourism numbers at that time were likely lower than should
be expected over the long-term. With the continued rebound of the American
economy and the global oversupply of crude oil since 2013, the Canadian dollar
has fallen from parity with its American counterpart. Recent years have seen the
exchange rate closer to and even lower than historical averages, indicating a
higher favourability for tourism to Northern Ontario and the rest of the country.

5.2 Expected Future Tourism Demand
Tourism trips to Northern Ontario are distributed broadly across the study area,
with major population centres (Cities of Sudbury, Thunder Bay and Sault Ste.
Marie) and southern districts closer to Southern Ontario (Parry Sound and
Nipissing) representing popular travel destinations, as shown in Exhibit 5.3.
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Exhibit 5.3: Distribution of Northern Ontario Trips by Destination, 2013
Trip Destination By District
Algoma District
Cochrane District
City of Greater Sudbury
Kenora District
Manitoulin District
Nipissing District
Parry Sound District
Rainy River District
Sudbury District
Thunder Bay District
Timiskaming District
Northern Ontario Total

2013 Trips
(Weighted)
1,346,156
1,182,011
1,208,227
674,969
382,042
1,071,458
1,131,467
277,676
583,686
950,764
339,193
9,147,648

Share of
Total
15%
13%
13%
7%
4%
12%
12%
3%
6%
10%
4%
100%

Source: Hemson Consulting based on data from Ontario MTCS and Statistics Canada Travel
Survey of Residents of Canada and the International Travel Survey.

Larger cities in Northern Ontario are likely to remain strong destinations on
account of their established identity and broad inventory of tourism-related
infrastructure and amenities4. Parry Sound and Nipissing, on the other hand, are
strong candidates for growth because of their proximity to the rapidly growing
population in the GGH. As tourism opportunities in the Muskoka cottage country
become saturated, vacationers will be encouraged to venture further North.
The District of Cochrane has emerged as an increasingly popular location for inregion travel following a period of significant upgrades to the local highway
system5. While not directly comparable due to methodological issues, previous
surveys have indicated steady growth in Cochrane as a travel destination,
particularly for residents of Ontario. Over 98% of trips to the district in 2013
originated within the province, with most of these trips coming from within
Northern Ontario.

4

Source: Research Resolutions & Consulting Ltd. (2015), Tourists in Northern Ontario's
Major Urban Centres. Available:
http://tourismnorthernontario.com/documents/assets/uploads/files/en/rto13_major_urba
n_summary_aug_9_2015.pdf
5

While the available data indicates no clear reason for the rising popularity of Cochrane
as a tourist destination for local tourism, staff at Tourism Northern Ontario’s
Northeastern division suggest that this growth appears to be in line with a period of
significant highway improvement in the area through to 2013, resulting in improved
access to the tourism-based activities in the district.
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The popularity of Cochrane as a tourist destination does not appear to be
waning in the short term. However, with a large portion of its tourist trips
originating from areas of Northern Ontario in which the population is growing
only slowly or even declining, it is likely that growth in tourist trips to Cochrane
may be more modest in the medium term, possibly increasing in the longer term
as the spillover of demand from Southern Ontario moves northward.

Population Growth in Tourism Source Markets
It is anticipated that the number of recreational trips within the Northern Ontario
study area will continue to be influenced by population growth rates of the
various regions from which the majority of these trips originate. Each RTO
receives a share of its total trips from a number of different locations, as
identified through surveys conducted annually by Statistics Canada. The shares
for each RTO by major origin area are shown in Exhibit 5.4.
Over time the share of total travel tends to vary among these regions, most
notably with fluctuations in the Canadian dollar affecting the total number of
American and overseas trips. These variations tend to be minor between
surveys, with the exception of a few outliers which often appear at points when
survey methodology was changed; 2012 was selected as the base year for
modelling the shares of forecast demand as the shares for this year fell squarely
within the range observed between 2006 and 2013 surveys, while also
representing more recent survey data6.
Though demand from each of these origin areas will vary with fluctuations in the
exchange rate and other factors, it is assumed that the base demand for each
area will grow in line with its population. For the purposes of modelling, the base
forecast assumes that the per capita propensity to travel to Northern Ontario
destinations will remain static over time. To determine the respective growth rate
for each region, long-term population projections were analyzed to determine
annualized growth rates to 2041. The growth rate for each origin region is
provided in Exhibit 5.5.

6

The shares from the 2013 survey, while more recent, indicated shares which deviated
significantly from historical patterns, most notably in terms of trips from the US. The
survey also grouped individual states together into sub-regions, making growth
forecasting less reliable than state by state analysis available in earlier surveys.
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Exhibit 5.4: RTO Tourism Demand by Residence Location, Northern Ontario
Regions, 2012
Residence Location

Proportion of Tourism Trips by Origin Area
RTO 12
RTO 13a RTO 13b RTO 13c

Northern Ontario

6.4%

60.3%

36.7%

43.7%

Algoma District

0.2%

3.5%

25.5%

2.0%

Cochrane District

0.3%

24.6%

3.0%

0.4%

City of Greater Sudbury

0.7%

17.3%

5.1%

0.2%

Kenora District

0.0%

0.0%

0.0%

2.7%

Manitoulin District

0.0%

0.4%

0.0%

0.0%

Nipissing District

1.1%

6.2%

0.3%

0.0%

Parry Sound District

3.6%

0.5%

0.0%

0.0%

Rainy River District

0.0%

0.0%

0.2%

13.9%

Sudbury District

0.2%

5.5%

0.4%

0.0%

Thunder Bay District

0.3%

0.5%

2.1%

24.4%

Timiskaming District

0.0%

1.6%

0.0%

0.1%

88.5%

31.9%

36.8%

13.6%

82.1%

22.2%

27.3%

10.6%

West

3.9%

4.9%

4.2%

1.6%

Eastern

2.5%

4.9%

5.3%

1.4%

Western Canada

0.2%

0.6%

1.0%

17.4%

Eastern Canada

0.5%

3.7%

0.5%

2.1%

USA

3.1%

3.1%

24.4%

22.7%

Minnesota

0.0%

0.2%

0.3%

11.2%

Michigan

0.3%

0.5%

14.3%

1.2%

Wisconsin

0.1%

0.2%

1.5%

2.5%

New York

1.0%

0.3%

0.4%

0.4%

Ohio

0.3%

0.4%

1.4%

0.6%

Illinois

0.2%

0.0%

1.0%

1.6%

Other USA

1.1%

1.3%

5.5%

5.2%

1.3%

0.5%

0.5%

0.5%

Southern Ontario
Central

Overseas

Source: Hemson Consulting based on data from Ontario MTCS and Statistics Canada Travel
Survey of Residents of Canada and the International Travel Survey.
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Exhibit 5.5: Projected Population and Growth Rates for Tourist Source Markets

Origin Area

2011
2041
2011-2041
Population Population
(thousands) (thousands) Growth Rate

Annual
Rate

Northern Ontario
119.4

108.3

-9%

-0.32%

83.3

74.4

-11%

-0.38%

164.9

172.3

4%

0.15%

Kenora District

69.6

73

5%

0.16%

Manitoulin District

13.3

14.6

10%

0.31%

Nipissing District

87.6

91.5

4%

0.15%

Parry Sound District

43.2

43.7

1%

0.04%

Rainy River District

20.9

17.5

-16%

-0.59%

Sudbury District

21.6

18.5

-14%

-0.52%

Thunder Bay District

150.0

147.4

-2%

-0.06%

Timiskaming District

33.9

33.2

-2%

-0.07%

Central

9,116.7

13,152.5

44%

1.23%

West

1,589.2

1,785.0

12%

0.39%

Eastern

1,750.0

2,231.5

28%

0.81%

Western Canada

1,249.9

1,814.4

45%

1.25%

Eastern Canada

8,007.6

9,696.6

21%

0.64%

Minnesota

5,278.2

6,208.3

18%

0.54%

Michigan

9,876.8

10,208.0

3%

0.11%

Wisconsin

5,686.9

6,491.6

14%

0.44%

New York

19,378.1

19,623.5

1%

0.04%

Ohio

11,541.0

11,680.3

1%

0.04%

Illinois

12,860.0

13,736.4

7%

0.22%

311,591.9

382,946.0

23%

0.69%

Algoma District
Cochrane District
City of Greater Sudbury

Southern Ontario

USA

Other USA*

Source: Hemson Consulting Ltd using data from Statistics Canada Catalog no. 91-520-X,
Ontario Ministry of Finance, US Census Bureau, Minnesota State Demographic Centre,
Michigan Department of Technology, Management and Budget, Wisconsin Department of
Administration Demographic Services Centre, New York State Department of Labour, Ohio
Development Services Agency, and the State of Illinois Data Portal.
Note: Growth rates shown represent medium-growth and reference scenarios, as related to
source projections. Where projections to 2041 were not available, compound annualized growth
rates were calculated from source projections and applied to 2011 population counts. Growth
rate for Other USA is calculated for the country as a whole.
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High growth rates in Central Southern Ontario and Western Canada indicate a
strong likelihood of growing demand in the years to come. Meanwhile,
comparatively low population growth within Northern Ontario itself, suggests that
areas which rely on in-region tourism will see lower levels of growth generated
internally.

Forecast Tourism Growth Scenarios
Combining share of trip origin with growth forecasts for the source markets,
each of Northern Ontario’s RTOs is expected to see steady growth through to
2041, as shown in Exhibit 5.6.
Exhibit 5.6: Base Travel Demand Growth Rates by RTO
RTO

2011-2041
Growth Rate

Annual Growth
Rate

12

38.07%

1.06%

13a

10.47%

0.28%

13b

14.15%

0.39%

13c

15.35%

0.41%

Source: Hemson Consulting Ltd

These population-based travel growth rates form the core of the travel demand
forecast. Each district in Northern Ontario is assigned a growth rate in line with
its respective RTO7, with travel demand modelled on the most recent trip total
counts for each district. These growth rates are then adjusted according to three
separate scenarios which consider the impact of both demographic and
economic factors on travel demand.
The tourism change scenarios are based on the reference population growth
forecasts for each of the source market areas. To combine these scenarios with
the different population growth scenarios of each of the source areas would be
unwieldy and less instructive as to the future influence on tourism travel.
Exhibit 5.7 summarizes the changes in growth rates under each of the
scenarios. The details of each scenario are described after the exhibit.

In the case of a district covering multiple RTOs, such as Cochrane, an average of the two
growth rates is used.

7
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Exhibit 5.7: Assumptions for Growth in Low, Medium and High Growth
Scenarios
Scenario

Demographic
Change

Exchange
Rate Influence Net Change

Low Growth

0%

5%

5%

Medium Growth

5%

10%

15%

10%

25%

35%

High Growth
Source: Hemson Consulting Ltd

Low Scenario
The low scenario is modelled by conservatively evaluating the economic trends
observed at the time of the most recent survey in 2013. The scenario assumes
changing demographics towards an older population will have no tangible
impact on travel patterns. It also assumes that the exchange rate for the
Canadian dollar will remain considerably higher than historical norms, though
somewhat lower than the unusually high period between 2011 and 2013. To this
end, the scenario applies a modest 5% increase to the growth rate for each
district.
Medium Scenario
In the medium scenario, the trend towards an aging population and the
increased propensity for older age groups to travel will have a modest positive
effect on tourism trip generation in Northern Ontario, resulting in a higher growth
in travel demand over time. A 5% increase in the growth rate is assumed on
account of demographic change.
This scenario also assumes that the exchange rate will fall back in line with
historical norms between US $0.80 and US $0.85, creating an increased draw
for both international tourism, on account of increased buying power, and
domestic tourism, with an increase in ‘staycations’. A 10% growth rate increase
is assumed to account for the increased draw to the region.
With both factors combined, the medium scenario applies a 15% increase to the
growth rate for each district.
High Scenario
The high growth scenario considers the impact of both demographic and
exchange rate factors being much more prevalent on tourism choice and trip
demand generation. A 10% increase is assumed on account of significantly
increased propensity to travel as more residents of the baby boom generation
enter retirement with a consistent growth in interest for recreational trips among
these age groups.
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At the same time the scenario assumes that the Canadian dollar will continue
along current trends, spending a longer period below the historical average rate.
This will make Canadian vacations a much more affordable option for both
residents and international visitors, with notable benefit to locations across
Northern Ontario. This is assumed to result in a 25% increase in the growth rate.
Cumulatively, the high growth scenario assumes a 35% increase in the growth
rates applied across Northern Ontario.

Expected Tourism Growth Rates
Exhibit 5.8 illustrates the results of the three growth scenarios. The exhibit
shows that overall growth rates between 2013 and 2041 are expected to range
from 8% in parts of Northeastern Ontario under the low growth scenario to 49%
in the strong tourist markets in RTO12.
Exhibit 5.8: 2013-2041 Tourism Based Trip Growth Rates within Northern
Ontario – Low, Medium and High Forecast Scenarios
Destination District
Algoma District
Cochrane District
City of Greater Sudbury
Kenora District
Manitoulin District
Nipissing District
Parry Sound District
Rainy River District
Sudbury District
Thunder Bay District
Timiskaming District
Total Northern Ontario

2013-2041 Growth Rate (%)
Low
Medium
High
12%
13%
10%
11%
8%
9%
13%
14%
8%
9%
22%
24%
36%
40%
13%
14%
8%
9%
13%
14%
8%
9%
15%
17%

16%
13%
11%
17%
11%
29%
49%
17%
11%
17%
11%
20%

Source: Hemson Consulting Ltd. 2012.

For the purposes of transportation demand modelling, it is important to reiterate
that a significant portion of this demand is expected during the summer months,
as most of Northern Ontario’s tourism-related activities are oriented towards the
outdoors. While activities such as snowmobiling will continue to generate
demand in the colder winter months, the warmer summer period and spring/fall
shoulder seasons are expected to experience higher levels of trip generation,
reinforced by warming trends resulting from ongoing climate change.
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5.3 Near-Term Focus of Tourism Marketing
The Northern Ontario Tourism Marketing Strategy 2012-2017 recommended a
rebalancing of the reliance on American visitors, recognizing that the economic
uncertainty in the US would make a rebound of that market unlikely in the near
term. This rebalancing has included a greater focus on the core markets in
border-states where the Northern Ontario brand has been successful in the past.
The Strategy also recommended a greater focus on the “close to home” market
of visitors from Southern Ontario and from within Northern Ontario.
The Strategy further highlighted the need to prioritize marketing in specific areas
as follows:


Fishing and hunting;



Touring (ATV, motorcycle, boating, auto, and rail); and



Festivals and events;

In addition, it was recommended that Northwestern Ontario focus on developing
its Great Lakes Cruising business while Sault Ste. Marie & Algoma should
develop its winter tourism activities. From a transportation perspective, this
marketing strategy highlighted some key implications:


Efficient border crossings will continue to be important to the tourism
sector in order to further develop the core US markets;



Adequate port facilities in Northwestern Ontario, as well as supportive
marine policies, will be important to help build a stronger Great Lakes
Cruising sector; and



The quality and safety of the road networks within Northern Ontario
should be a focus in order to support touring, but also to make it
easier for Ontario visitors to travel around the region.

Thinking beyond the 2017 horizon of the Strategy, as discussed in Section 6.1,
prospects for renewed growth in the number of American visitors to Northern
Ontario are emerging owing to several recent trends, including:


Steady improvement in the US economy;



Increased buying power of the US dollar in Canada; and



Lower gasoline prices.

Tourism is significantly affected by economic cycles. Proactive and flexible
initiatives in the NOTMS Strategy will be required, while providing steady
support for ongoing growth.
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6

Issues and Opportunities

6.1 Issues
This section outlines the issues that are particularly important to tourists and
tourism operators in the region. In many cases, issues facing the tourism
industry align with those affecting other industries in Northern Ontario.

Declining Resident Population
Outside of the southernmost communities in RTO12, a substantial portion of the
tourist demand comes from residents of the North. However, many of the
communities in the North are experiencing static or declining population levels,
and the trend is expected to continue. This suppresses the potential for growth
in the tourism sector unless visits by non-residents of the region can be
increased.

Passenger Transportation Challenges
There are few intercommunity rail and bus routes to serve tourists travelling
between communities in Northern Ontario; the low population density in many
areas and the long distances between communities means that ridership tends
to be low on existing routes. It is therefore difficult to launch and operate new
services in the region which are economically viable, and even maintaining
existing services is a challenge.
Compounding the above lack of rail passenger and intercommunity bus
services, there are few intermodal connections, so using non-auto modes to
travel around Northern Ontario is often not practical for visitors (e.g. flying into
one city, then taking a bus from the airport to the final destination in another
community).
Federal shipping and border crossing regulations make it challenging for
potential Great Lakes cruise ship companies to operate profitably in Northern
Ontario. Inadequate border security facilities at some potentially attractive cruise
ship stops also hinder development of this sector in the North.
Some municipal airports could potentially attract more air traffic and make air
travel more attractive if they had adequate funding to implement infrastructure
upgrades. However, there is little provincial and/or federal government funding
available to support these capital investments.
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Tourist Services and Information
The distances between rest stops in Northern Ontario can be long in some
corridors and driver fatigue is a challenge for tourists driving in the region. This
is particularly dangerous along corridors with narrow shoulders and sharp
corners where driver inattention can lead to collisions.
Potential wildlife collisions are a hazard to drivers throughout the North,
particularly in Northwestern Ontario, with the highest risk of collision occurring
between dusk and midnight. Insufficient tourist information along some corridors
means that visitors are not always aware of when and where wildlife collisions
are most likely to occur.
Insufficient tourist information along popular tourist routes and a lack of tourist
information centres deters potential visitors who are concerned about getting
lost or injured and not having easy access to assistance.

Other Highway Travel Challenges
The majority of visitors to Northern Ontario come to the region by private
automobile. Issues related to highway travel are outlined more fully in the
Highways and Roads Technical Backgrounder, but can be more acute for
tourists, who are not familiar with the area.
The Trans-Canada Highway and certain other corridors in Northern Ontario
have a high proportion of trucks. This can be challenging for tourists who may
not be accustomed to sharing the road with trucks this way and may not be
aware of when the next safe passing opportunity may be on two-lane roads.
Some tourists may have certain expectations of highway standards (e.g. fourlaning) and services (e.g. frequent rest areas) on a Trans-Canada highway
network and may not be prepared for actual conditions. There have been
increased challenges in recent years as gas stations in Northern Ontario have
closed due to regulatory issues. This also impacts available amenities for
travellers, and has been of particular concern for the snowmobile sector).
Stakeholders have also identified the lack of alternate routes in some areas of
the Province, that can be used when weather conditions cause closure of the
highway e.g. Highway 17 between Sault Ste. Marie and Wawa, a popular tourist
route and a stretch of Highway 17 that is particularly susceptible to winter road
closures as storms roll across from Lake Superior. Enhanced real-time
information is needed for all highway travellers including tourists so that they
know what their options are in case of road closures.
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Indigenous Lands and Treaty Rights
Hunting and fishing are popular activities for visitors to Northern Ontario.
However, in some cases, hunting and fishing areas are within or near
Indigenous lands or traditional territories. Since many Indigenous people
continue to rely on hunting and fishing for their sustenance, any expansion of
hunting and fishing tourism must be done in collaboration with First Nations to
ensure it is sustainable.

6.2 Opportunities
Many of the issues outlined in Section 6.1 are being addressed – at least in
part—through ongoing programs. For example, MTO has continuing programs
to re-align potentially dangerous road segments and is widening shoulders and
adding passing lanes in several corridors.
Beyond these current initiatives, the wider economic environment of the
Province, Canada, and the US, as well as the impacts of climate change are
presenting some potential opportunities to further develop tourism in Northern
Ontario, as follows.

Increased Rate of Highway Improvements
The opportunity exists to accelerate ongoing programs to improve highways and
related signage and rest area facilities. Given the overwhelming preponderance
of auto-oriented tourism in Northern Ontario, this represents a major opportunity
to both attract and serve new tourists.
As additional rest stops are introduced along the provincial highway network in
the North, there will be more opportunities to provide enhanced tourist
information and possibly other services at the rest stops.

Growth in Neighbouring Tourist Markets
Neighbouring areas that contribute significant numbers of tourists are forecast to
grow in the coming decades, helping to offset the static or declining populations
in many Northern Ontario communities. The very strong growth in Southern
Ontario is particularly positive for Parry Sound, Nipissing, and parts of
Northeastern Ontario.
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Declining Fuel Costs and Lower Canadian Dollar
Recently declining fuel costs may lower airfares to and within Northern Ontario
in the short term, making air travel a more attractive option for long distance
trips. Similarly, the lower cost of travelling long distances by car is likely to make
trips to Northern Ontario more attractive to residents in the key tourism markets
(i.e. US border states, neighbouring provinces, and Ontario). Improvements to
highway and airport facilities, as outlined also in this section, are an opportunity
to capitalize on this trend.
The lower Canadian dollar relative to the US dollar, and ongoing climate
warming, could spur increases in US visitors to the North. Improving the ease of
travel and making tourist information more available at the region’s four border
crossings and elsewhere where warranted would build on this opportunity and
help ensure that the infrastructure and policies in place are supportive of
increased cross-border tourist traffic.

Infrastructure Investments in Other Sectors
New mining opportunities in the North could increase local incomes and
contribute to higher tourism spending by residents of Northern Ontario. As
ground transportation and airport infrastructure is developed to support mining,
opportunities to enhance tourist information and intermodal connections will
emerge.
While it is difficult to provide economically viable passenger rail and
intercommunity bus services under the conditions experienced in Northern
Ontario, opportunities may exist for effective government support; e.g. to
maintain or re-start passenger rail service on short lines, to establish or reestablish inter-community bus services in specific instances.

Increasing Interest in Indigenous Tourism Opportunities
Interest in Indigenous tourism experiences is increasing, both from visitors and
from First Nations in Northern Ontario. This includes an interest in unique
Indigenous cultural experiences as well as practices such as hunting and
fishing. This provides an opportunity for the Province to partner with those
communities to develop a sustainable approach to improving hunting and fishing
access for tourists without infringing on the traditional way of life and territorial
hunting grounds of the First Nations.
Opportunities to broaden the participation of Indigenous communities and
organizations on Regional Tourism Organizations (RTOs) in Northern Ontario
could be considered and encouraged by MTCS.
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Potential Longer Marine Travel Season
Lengthening of the potential cruising season on the Great Lakes due to warming
temperatures could make cruising more viable in the long term. With
infrastructure investment and more flexible regulations, communities on the
shores of the Great Lakes could develop significant cruise-based tourism
sectors to take advantage of this opportunity.
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Alternate Text for Exhibits
Exhibit 1.1: Map of Northern Ontario Multimodal Transportation
Infrastructure
This map shows the roads, railways, and airports that make up Northern
Ontario’s transportation system. Airports are classified as remote, municipal, or
international. Roads are classified as primary, secondary, other all-season,
winter, or major out of province. Active railways are distinguished by owner.
Marine features are distinguished as major ports, other ports, or provincial
ferries. International border crossings are also noted. The Far North boundary is
shown, as are the approximate southern limits of continuous permafrost and
discontinuous permafrost.
Return to Exhibit 1.1

Exhibit 1.2: Map of Representative Tourist Activities in Northern Ontario
This map shows popular tourist activities in Northern Ontario, including natural
features, conservation areas, landmarks, monuments, cultural attractions,
museums, tourist transportation, and outdoor recreation areas including
provincial and national parks. The map also shows road and rail infrastructure.
Return to Exhibit 1.2

Exhibit 2.1: Map showing borders of Regional Tourism Organizations
(RTOs) in Northern Ontario
This map shows the two regional tourism organizations (RTOs) in Northern
Ontario. RTO 12 covers the area generally south of Lake Nippissing, while RTO
13 covers the rest of the province to the north and west. RTO 13 is subdivided
into 3 sections, 13a, 13b, 13c, from east to west.
Return to Exhibit 2.1
Exhibit 3.2: Top Tourist Activities in RTO13 by Visitor Origin Market, 2012
This graph shows the top tourist activities in RTO13 by visitor origin market,
Ontario, other Canada, United States, or overseas in 2012. The top activities are
Fishing, Boating, Other Outdoor Activities and Events, Visiting National and
Provincial Parks, Historical and Cultural Attractions, Cultural Performances and
Festivals, and Hunting.
Return to Exhibit 3.2
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Exhibit 3.3: Tourist Visits to RTO 13 Northern Ontario by Time of Year and
Visitor Residence, 2012
This graph shows total tourist visits by time of year (Winter, Spring, Summer,
Fall) and by visitor residence (Ontario, Other Canada, United States, Overseas).
Summer is the most popular time for tourist visits from all visitor residences,
followed by spring and fall.
Return to Exhibit 3.3

Exhibit 3.4: Trend in Tourist Arrivals in Northern Ontario by Origin, 20022012
This chart shows historical trends in tourist volume from 2002, 2004, 2006,
2008, 2010, and 2012. Tourist volume in 2002 was 11 million, and it dropped
steadily until it reached its low in 2008, at 6 million. It has risen in both 2010 and
2012, to 8 million tourists.
Return to Exhibit 3.4

Exhibit 3.5: Trend in Average Gas Prices in Northern Ontario and Value of
the Canadian Dollar, 2002-2012
This graph shows the trend in average gas prices in Northern Ontario versus the
value of the Canadian Dollar between 2002 and 2012. The two lines generally
move together in an upward trend.
Return to Exhibit 3.5

Exhibit 4.2: Map of Tourism Travel Flows across Northern Ontario Border
Crossings and Along Provincial Highways, 2011
This map shows the tourism flows across Northern Ontario border crossings and
along provincial highways in 2011. The map shows international travel for
Canadian and United States residents as well as domestic travel for northern
Ontario and southern Ontario residents.
Return to Exhibit 4.2

Exhibit 4.3: Motorcycle Touring Routes Promoted by Sub-Regions of
Tourism Northern Ontario
This map shows ten motorcycle routes promoted by sub-regions of tourism in
Northern Ontario. They are, from west to east, the Nor'Wester, Waterfall &
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Scenic Lookouts, Ride the Giant, Lake Superior Circle, Wawa North, Grand
Algoma, Island North, St. Joseph Island, Deer Trail, and Georgian Bay Coast
routes.
Return to Exhibit 4.3

Exhibit 4.4: Map of Northern Ontario Snowmobile Trails
This map shows snowmobile trails in Northern Ontario together with the highway
network. Most primary and secondary highway corridors in Northern Ontario
have snowmobile trails nearby with the exception of Thunder Bay to
approximately Marathon on Highway 17, Thunder Bay to near Highway 584
toward Nakina, and Highway 17 between Sault Ste. Marie and Wawa. There are
some snowmobile routes in the vicinity of Highway 105 toward Red Lake and
Highway 72 toward Sioux Lookout, though other north-south links north of the
Trans-Canada highway network do not have snowmobile routes nearby.
Return to Exhibit 4.3

Exhibit 4.5: Examples of Tourism-Oriented Directional Signing and Logo
Signage
Tourism-Oriented Directional Signage: This image shows an Ontario road
sign promoting a bed and breakfast, with an arrow indicating how to access the
establishment.
Logo Signage: This image shows an Ontario road sign with logos of two hotel
chains and indication that they can be accessed by taking the next exit.
Return to Exhibit 4.5

Exhibit 4.6: Map of TODS Sign Locations in Northern Ontario
This map shows the location of all Tourism-oriented directional signs in Northern
Ontario, divided among 6 geographic territories.
Return to Exhibit 4.6

Exhibit 4.7: Map showing Locations of Logo Signs in Northern Ontario
This map shows the location of all Logo Signs in Northern Ontario, divided
among 3 geographic territories.
Return to Exhibit 4.7
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